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• Objectives:
 Describe the use of the Sustainable Development Goals as a 

way to enhance nursing student learning during an 
immersion trip.

 Discuss strategies to help students immerse themselves in 
the local culture during an immersion trip.

 Identify students’ key learnings from an international 
immersion experience.

• I have no conflicts of interest to report, nor was any 
commercial support provided to me for this research or 
presentation.



Introduction: 
Why a Global Health Course?
• Caring transcends all borders

• Our patients don’t all look like us

• The health of people everywhere is a 
concern for people everywhere



Introduction: Who are we?
• Wisconsin Lutheran College: 
 Christian college in Milwaukee, Wisconsin

• Nursing Program Facts
 First class of nursing graduates: 2012
 Traditional baccalaureate program





Introduction: Why Zambia?
• Affiliation with Lutheran church and 

seminary – available housing

• Medical mission and nursing history



Global Health Course
• Semester course exploring global health issues
• Sustainable Development Goals (SDGs)

• Preparation for Zambia



The Immersion Experience
• Long days of travel

• I can’t believe we are in Africa!

• The Seminary – home away from home
 Sharing rooms and bed nets
 Yes, there is running water
 No phones allowed
 Home-cooked meals
 Nightly debriefing and reflections
 Early bedtime



The Immersion Experience 
(cont’d)
• Clinical Experiences
 Beit Cure
 Chelston Clinic
 Local grade schools
 Special Hope Network
 Mwembezhi Clinic











The Immersion Experience 
(cont’d)

• Sight-seeing and relaxation

• Long, scenic bus ride (and some motion sickness)

• Game drive (elephants, zebras, giraffes, and more)

• Victoria Falls – a wonder of the world
• Hippos, crocodiles, and monkeys outside my door









Welcome Home
• Sharing the stories: where do we begin?

• The final paper – reflections, goals, and 
SDGs



Conclusion
• A life-changing experience – personally 

and professionally

• Major themes 
 “being content with so little”
 “feeling humbled”
 “finding ways to be resourceful”
 “needing to adapt how we teach” 



Final Thoughts…
• I went into nursing because I want to help people 

and heal people. This trip has given me the 
inspiration to do more than that. The Zambian 
people, and specifically the healthcare workers, 
showed me what putting others first genuinely 
looks like. I want to apply this same principle in 
my nursing career and my every day life.

• Every aspect of this trip was different than I had 
envisioned, but in the best way possible; this trip 
will forever hold a special place in my heart.
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